
 

 

In the name of Allah, the most gracious and most merciful. 

Peace and blessing be up on the most pious messenger who was not sent but to be 

the mercy for the entire world. 

Dear brothers and sisters, AAWW 

Those who are passionate about their tongue which we all have and it is one of the 

most strange but crucial part of our body. Its small in size but immense in for worship 

and misconducts. Its with tongue people can believe or disbelieve. 

The tongue is the virtual translator of hour heart and actions. Its also a part which we 

can make conversation and hold speech with it where we can do a lot of good deeds 

and bad deeds. Anyone who can use this crucial part wisely for the benefit of others, 

reinforces the decency and rightness with it and state what is right and what is wrong 

accurately, they will than be the winner at the end. In contrast, anyone who uses their 

tongue for the wrongdoings, badness of others and creates inaccuracies whilst dealing 

with peoples’ affairs, they are the followers of the devil attitudes and actions. 

My dear guests, fear Allah SWT and make sure that you are taking the full ownership 

of your words and actions because they are all counted in the sight of Allah SWT! 

Allah SWT tells us in surat Qaaf verse 18 

“Man does not utter any words except there is an observer prepared to record what is 

being said!” then in surat Ali Imran verse 181 

“We will record what they said!” then in surat An Nur verse 15 

“When you say somethings with tongue and pronouncing with your mouth than 

reckons that it was insignificant while it was tremendous in the sight of Allah!”  

If you believe in Allah SWT and count yourselves to be the followers of the path of our 

most beloved prophet (peace and blessing be up on him) than say what is right 

otherwise, stay silent….. Our beloved prophet (PBUH) said, If you can say what is 

right for the benefit of others than say it otherwise, its better to remain silence. 

The simplest way of stating this is that all human beings are ploughing in their farms in 

life both, good deeds and bad deeds with their expressions, and they will be 

harvesting what they ploughed in the day of resurrections.  

Those who have ploughed good deeds with their words, expressions and actions, they 

will be amongst the respected guests. 

However, those who have ploughed wrongdoings with their words and actions in life, 

they will be amongst the disrespected quests and are the looser in the life hereafter. 



 

 

May Allah keeps us all away from those who are embarrassed at the day of judgment. 

Amen.   

My respectable believers, those who are unnecessarily talks more and more, it will 

undoubtedly harden the heart of the owner and badly impacts on their heart. 

As Imam Turmzy and Ibn Omer (may Allah be pleased with them) narrates from the 

messenger( PBUH) who said, Do not increase your conversation without the 

remembrance of Allah, the increased talks without the remembrance of Allah will 

harden the heart, the most faraway people from Allah are those with harden heart. 

 

Imam Omer also said, those who talks more they will have been mistaken more, the 

more mistake will increase bad deeds, the increased wrongdoings and bad deeds will 

take people to hellfire! 

The tongue is a virtual interpreter of our heart. Allah SWT has ordered us to be careful 

with this part and let it be active because when the heart is active, it will have an 

impact on the rest of our body and tongue included. 

 Imam Ahmed (may Allah be pleased with him) narrates from the prophet (PBUH) who 

said, The faith of believers wouldn’t be active unless the heart is active and the heart is 

not active unless the tongue is active. 

The most reasons for disintegrating the societies and the tasteless relationship 

between one another is backbiting, wrong talk, swearing, accusations, and lies as well 

as incorrect witnesses.  

The biggest caused is our tongue and if they are used to attack people unfairly, used 

against people incorrectly than it will impact on the owners’ future and they will be 

amongst the looser of life hereafter.   

Fear Allah oh Muslims, keep your tongue from wrongdoings, backbiting and judge 

yourselves before you talk to others and judge yourselves before are judged in the day 

of judgment….  

Allah SWT tells us in surat Al Ahzab verse 70 and 71 

“ Oh you who believed, fear Allah and speak words of appropriate justice. He will than 

amend your deeds and forgive you your sins. Whoever obeys Allah and his 

messenger, he has certainly attained a great attainment. 

 

May Allah SWT keeps us away from those who uses their tongue for wrongdoings, 

backbiting and against others…Ameen  



 

 

 

 

 


